
LOCATIONS OF CLASS 1 AND CLASS 2 PICTISH SYMBOL STONES 
 DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES 

 
 
Class 1 and Class 2 Symbol Stones - a single list by “Features of Physical Locations” 

 
When starting to compile a single list of all Class 1 and Class 2 Symbol Stones a pattern of 
locations emerged - visible inside churches, under foundations, in a field, by graves (new 
and old) etc. Common threads were the proximity of many Stones to water (typically rivers 
and burns) or being in a raised or open area - in some instances these could be considered 
as additional features, in others their only feature. Although there is a wide range of 
features for their physical locations, what all these Stones have in common is that Pictish 
Symbols have been carved on them.  
 
A single list for Symbol Stones, irrespective of Class, was compiled based on grouping them 
by these “Features of Physical Locations”:- 
 

Church interior / foundations / wall On a barrow or tumulus 

Churchyard / graveyard Long cist capstone cover 

Church or chapel nearby Over a low rectangular cairn 

Manse Side of irregular cist 

Stone circle - part of or nearby Covering an inhumation burial 

In a field Cover of a cist-like structure 

In or by a farm Near a long cist 

In a garden In water 

In foundations of buildings By / near water 

From a dyke In a raised or open area 

Near a broch  

 
A commentary on Symbol Stone locations is at Physical Locations of Pictish Symbol Stones 
with the single list of all Class 1 and Class 2 Symbol Stones in the Physical Locations PDF. 
 
 
Locations of Class 2 Symbol Stones - creating the “stand alone” list 
 
Before exploring whether Class 2 Stones might have served a fundamental purpose in the 
transition of beliefs from Pictish-Mithraic to Christian it was apparent that a list just for Class 
2 Stones was needed. This would simplify handling of information and referencing instead of 
relating back to the single list of locations for both Class 1 and 2 Stones. 
 
This link is to the Physical Locations of Class 2 Stones PDF. It records the places where Class 
2 Symbol Stones carved with whole, partially broken or fragments of Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic 
and Christian objects were found and where they are now; some are still in their original 
location. There is commentary and detail on each Class 2 Pictish Symbol Stone. 
 
 
 

https://pictishsymbolstones.com/physical-locations-of-symbol-stones/
https://pictishsymbolstones.files.wordpress.com/2022/05/physical-locations-of-pictish-symbol-stones-25-apr-22.pdf
https://pictishsymbolstones.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/physical-locations-class-2-stones.pdf


Locations of Class 1 and Class 2 Stones - finding overall differences and similarities 
 
Having compiled a stand-alone list of Class 2 Stones a comparison was made by “features of 
physical locations” with that list and the original single list of both Class 1 and Class 2 
Stones. It resulted, straight away, in three discoveries:- 
 

1. features of physical locations highlighted in yellow do not apply to Class 2 Stones 
with the exception of Latheron with an “in or by a farm” feature, 

 
2. those features highlighted in green apply to both Class 1 and Class 2 Stones and 

 
3. there are no instances of Class 2 Stones having any location features beyond those in 

this table. 
 

So locations highlighted in yellow show “differences” as they apply (with one exception) to 
Class 1 Stones only and locations highlighted in green show “similarities”, as such, because 
they apply to both Class 1 and 2 Stones. 
 

Church interior / foundations / wall On a barrow or tumulus 

Churchyard / graveyard Long cist capstone cover 

Church or chapel nearby Over a low rectangular cairn 

Manse Side of irregular cist 

Stone circle - part of or nearby Covering an inhumation burial 

In a field Cover of a cist-like structure 

In or by a farm Near a long cist 

In a garden In water 

In foundations of buildings By / near water 

From a dyke In a raised or open area 

Near a broch  

 
 
Class 1 and Class 2 Stones - looking at the differences for certain locations 
 
With the discovery that there are specific “features of physical locations” that do not apply 
to Class 2 Stones (with the exception of Latheron with an “in or by a farm” feature) the next 
step was to look at these differences in more detail. References immediately below are to 
those Stones whose physical locations are highlighted in yellow above i.e. they apply (with 
one exception) to Class 1 Stones only.  
 
Of the 8 Stones either as “part of or nearby a Stone Circle”, 6 have Pictish-Mithraic symbols, 
1 a Celtic object only and 1 has indistinct carvings. Perhaps carvings on these Symbol Stones 
might suggest a form of “transition” from the belief associated with the Stone Circles 
towards Celtic only or to Pictish-Mithraic only beliefs. Clearly there is no connection with the 
combination of carved objects expected for a Class 2 Stone. 
 



“In or by a farm” are all Class 1 except Latheron which has Celtic and Christian carved 
objects so is considered to be Class 2 because of the Cross but is not a Transition Stone (for 
which a Pictish-Mithraic Symbol and Christian Cross would be required). 
 
“In a garden” are all Class 1 with Pictish-Mithraic symbols only. 
 
“From a dyke” are all Class 1 - 4 with Pictish-Mithraic symbols only and 3 with Celtic carved 
objects only. 
 
“Near a broch” are all Class 1 with Pictish-Mithraic symbols only. 
 
There are 7 features of physical locations in the original single list that do not apply to Class 
2 Stones but have, as Class 1 Stones, one specific aspect in common - graves but not in 
graveyards, as such. These are located together in the right hand side of the table. 
 

Class 1 Stones at these locations - “On a barrow or tumulus”, “Long cist capstone 
cover”, “Over a low rectangular cairn” and “Near a long cist” - have Pictish-Mithraic 
Symbols only. 
 
At these locations the Class 1 Stones have both Pictish-Mithraic and Celtic carved 
objects - “Side of irregular cist” and “Covering an inhumation burial”.  
 
Of the locations with a “Cover of a cist-like structure” 3 have Pictish-Mithraic 
Symbols only and 1 has both Pictish-Mithraic and Celtic carved objects. 

 
Maybe the association across these Stones and the difference versus Class 2 Stones found in 
graveyards and churchyards is related to time period and methods of burial and original 
commemoration - arguably Bronze Age period, inhumation, sometimes with an urn etc. 
 
A challenge in those cases where a Symbol Stone is next to a burial place is to determine the 
likelihood of a Stone having been placed by an existing grave (and for what reason) or if the 
Stone might have acted as some sort of headstone in the way we would understand that 
nowadays. 
 
Class 1 and Class 2 Stones - looking at the similarities of certain locations 
 
Arguably surfacing the differences and similarities across physical locations of Symbol 
Stones could have been done directly from the original combined Class 1 and Class 2 list. 
However, it was when creating the Class 2 only list that actually prompted further analyses 
resulting in the three discoveries mentioned above. 
 
Although there is a smaller range of “features of physical locations” for Class 2 Stones it was 
found that each one also includes instances of Class 1 Stones - this was not anticipated. 
 
Features listed in the table immediately below are those that are highlighted in green above 
with the addition of the number of instances of Class 1 and Class 2 Stones by each feature. 
 



Features of Physical Locations # Class 1 # Class 2 

Church interior / foundations / wall 12 14 

Churchyard / graveyard 22 22 

Church or chapel nearby 9 10 

Manse 1 3 

In a field  18 3 

In foundations of buildings  1 2 

In water 1 1 

By / near water  35 23 

In a raised or open area 32 13 

 
 
 
Ecclesiastical Settings for Class 1 and Class 2 Symbol Stones 
 
There is a set of “features” that can be considered to have some commonality in the context 
of an “ecclesiastical” association. Whilst that association is centred upon either current 
Christian church locations or others that have existed in relatively modern times, it is a useful 
grouping to try to understand why both Class 1 and Class 2 Stones variously find themselves in such 
places. Perhaps any influences of physical location and the range of Symbols across these two 

Classes of Stone might become apparent. Detailed analysis is in this related webpage “Analysis of 
Range and Numbers of Symbols in Ecclesiastical Settings versus Total Numbers” together 
with comments by Symbol and an Overall Commentary. 
 

Features of Physical Locations associated 
with “Ecclesiastical Settings” 

# Class 1 # Class 2 

Church interior / foundations / wall 12 14 

Churchyard / graveyard 22 22 

Church or chapel nearby 9 10 

Manse 1 3 

Totals for these 4 “features” 44 49 

 
Interpreting the differences and similarities across locations 
 
Having identified a “big picture” difference between Class 1 and Class 2 Stones by features 
of their physical locations the challenge was then to understand reasons why!  
 
It would be incorrect to think that the difference in the locations of Stones is simply that 
Class 1 are in one set of places and Class 2 in another - far from it - there is much 
commonality as can be seen in the analysis for those in “ecclesiastical settings”. Locations 
such as St Vigeans have both Class 1 and Class 2 Stones with being near water as an 
additional feature - and a topographically prominent location. These “additional” features 
themselves seem to have served people from different beliefs in choosing a place to pursue 
their beliefs. 
 



Perhaps their being relatively portable prompted and enabled relocation of Stones to an 
adjacent church, incorporation into a wall, transfer to a museum, into a shelter etc. Of these 
Stones only Poolewe seems to have remained in its original location. 
 
In conclusion, having started to look for aspects pertinent only to the location of Class 2 
Stones much was realised about Class 1 and Class 2 located together with some 
unanticipated outcomes such as the almost equal number of Class 1 as Class 2 Stones at 
“ecclesiastical” places. Hence the importance of exploring and recording “differences” and 
“similarities”.  However, there is still much scope to further analyse the material on the 
associated page “Analysis of Range and Numbers of Symbols in Ecclesiastical Settings versus 
Total Numbers” at the Ecclesiastical Settings page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://pictishsymbolstones.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/ecclesiastical-settings-analysis-1.pdf

